The phage particles were strongly bound to the chamber single T5 phages adsorbed onto a microfluidic cell.
and at a rate of roughly 75,000 bp/sec. Ejection was reproducibly arrested for variable times at defined positions of the genome. We ruled out the possibility that the stepwise ejection was owing to staining artifacts because it was observed even when the DNA strands were stained after being ejected. Furthermore, it is unlikely that the attachment of the particles to the substrate of the chamber or the applied flow were the cause of the singular behavior of phage T5. Indeed, phage DNA ejection was independently measured by light scattering on whole T5 populations and in solution. To analyze the complex shape of the kinetics, one had to assume that DNA ejection occurred in multisteps [23] .
We found a reasonable correlation between the positions at which the DNA was arrested during ejection and the locations of single-stranded interruptions on the DNA, suggesting that these nicks could be involved in the arrests. The sequence surrounding most of the nicks is GCGC [24] . Such a sequence is clearly insufficient to define the nick because the T5 genome contains roughly 240 GCGC sequences that would also be cleaved by the four T5-induced endonucleases known to nick the DNA [25] . The recent complete sequencing of the T5 wt and T5 st(0) genomes (GenBank accession numbers AY 692264 and NC 005859) has not allowed identifying specific sequences in the nick region. Interestingly, it was shown that the introduction of a unique single-stranded break in a 139 base-pair DNA duplex was sufficient to cause local flexibility of the DNA, which adopted a V-shape rather than a straight configuration as observed in electron microscopy [26] . We thus propose that the T5 nicks involve particular arrangements of the DNA that represent some kind of energetic barrier to the ejection process. The flexibility introduced by the nick may result in the buckling of the DNA during its passage through the inside of the connector or of the tail. As a consequence, the translocation would be inhibited unless thermal motion lifts the DNA strand into a parallel orientation with respect to the tail. The stepwise DNA ejection process would therefore reflect similar events whether DNA or second step transfer (SST) DNA [13] . It is thus tempting to correlate the in vitro arrests to in vivo events.
